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-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Ask for Sale

That's too expensive.   

Okay got you, so it's not the X months 
on the contract, just the X monthly?

Alright so basically from what I 
understand if the contract was 

shorter, as in like 4 months instead of 
6, that's the only way you'd get 
started right now, is that right?

"Contract Length"

Alright I just wanted to make sure, so 
just to recap this whole process, you 

said you closing at X% right? 
Because I just want to make sure I 

understand exactly what part of this, 
because I know you said it's the 

monthly rate, so I wanted to tell you 
a story real quick, if that's okay?

Okay awesome, because you know, 
you're not the first person to tell us 

this, and what we've come to realize 
is most *niche* that hasn't actually 

invested yet into a program like this - 
I'm sure you can agree this is 
something you have not come 

across before, yes or no?

Yes

Okay, have you seen anything this 
transparent, this linear, this focused 

on the quality?
No

Okay, so that being said, whenever 
*niche* come in here, what happens 
is they will jump in and they will feel 
uneasy about the X thousand, but 
obviously they get started because 
the X months makes sense, there's 

really no risk, right? So they will jump 
in and we will bring them roughly X 

leads, and most aren't great at sales 
at first so they will close 10% which 
is roughly X deals. So they make 
somewhere around X dollars. And 
what happens is, in that X dollars 
after the first month they get super 

excited because you know they 
spent X thousand and make X 
thousand back, right? But, not 

everyone is that comfortable with 
only making X thousand from X 

thousand. So, knowing if you were to 
get started today, spent X grand with 

us and that scenario is more than 
likely where you are going to end up, 
is that return realistic for you? Would 

that still make sense?

Could you agree this is a little more 
detailed with our approach?

Could you agree based on our 
approach the leads are going to be a 

little more qualified?
NoYes

Yes

Yes

Got it, so knowing that does that X 
thousand still seem like a big 

number?

Yes

Great, can I welcome you to the 
family?

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Okay, so let's say everything didn't go 
well. Let's say we performed at only 
half at that. Which, I'd fire myself if 
that were the case. Would that still 

not be a fair return in your first 
month? Would you hate us?

YesRefer to that 
objection roadmap

Other Objection

"No, still expensive"

Yes

Yeah, I wouldn't hate us either, that's a 
good call. So let me ask you a 

question, does X Amount (monthly 
retainer) still seem unrealistic 

knowing that even if we suck, you 
would still see a X dollar return. 
Because I don't want you to get 

started today if you think that's unfair. 
Do you feel that that's fair, a X-X 

dollar return?

No

No

Great, do you want to use a Visa or 
Mastercard?

Yeah, Well also assuming you can 
close at X% right? 

"Assuming you guy's can bring that"

Cool, so can you meet us in the 
middle? Us being at least as half as 
good as we say and you closing at 

X%? Can you meet us in the middle?

Yes

Okay, I can tell your a man of 
hypotheticals. I can appreciate that. 
But let me ask you, does a scenario 

like that sound fair?

" In a perfect world/assuming all goes to plan/if that were to happen" , etc

And based on what we showed you 
and the level of transparency, do you 

feel confident in our system?

Yes

Are you saying that because of all the 
results you saw or you like the 
streamlined process we have?

Yes

So let's do this, let's go ahead and get 
you started since you told me you 

feel confident in our system and think 
a worst case X return would be fair. 

Do you want to use a Visa, 
Mastercard, or Amex?

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Close

Refer to specific 
roadmap

Objection

I completely understand. Let's do this, 
we have a 3 month option and I 

know you said you were comfortable 
with 4, but let's get you started with 3 
since we already have it set up. Do 

you want to use a Visa or 
Mastercard?

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Yes

Refer to that specific 
objection roadmap

No

-Take payment
- Convert lead

- Close opportunity

Yes

Acknowledge & 
re-state their 

objection

Yeah, totally understand.Yeah, that's 
obviously a lot more than most 

*niche* are used to investing initially. 
So I'm completely with you. I just 

want to be clear is it the X per month 
or the contract length?

Agree

Re-Frame via 
questions & 

phrases

"Contract Length""X Per Month"

Agree

I completely understand. I completely understand.

Re-Frame via 
questions & 
phrases & 

Close

"Just X monthly" Yes

Understood, well we wish you luck 
finding another company. Thank you 

for your time today. 

Need to think

Okay no worries at all, I can 
appreciate you wanting to take your 
time on this. Great, well I have your 
contact information, I'll send you the 
invite for tomorrow, what time works 

best morning or afternoon?

If morning, give two 
time options

If afternoon, give 
two time options  

Looking forward to a profitable 
relationship, I'll see you tomorrow.

 Close

No

Acknowledge & 
re-state their 

objection

Okay, I understand. It really is the price 
that's a issue for you at the moment. 

Am I correct?

Re-Frame via 
questions & 

phrases

Agree

I can see how you could think that.

Yes

 Close

Yes

 Assumption 
Close

Let them respond
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